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Group
UN expert analyzes fifty years of diplomacy
chartering History and directions of the United Nations, 'a concert of great powers'
process
tified when we "won-t- he
cold war.
Forte criticized the western powers for, "not consolidating their victory He said that America's greatwas "aliberaUdemo-crati- c,
est

By AARON RUPERT

The history and misperceptions

revised

of the United Nations as it reaches
its 50th year of existence were ad-

By ZACHARY VEtLLEUX

Decisions forum Tuesday night.
Forte is a professor of law at Cleveland Marshall College of Law and
former legal counselor to the U.S.
mission to the United Nations under

self-inter-est

dressed by David Forte at the Great

The Campos Council debate over
roles oa registering organizations
came to so end Tuesday as Council
voted to accept a revised document Reagan.
Forte talked about the history of
governing the process by which a
4his
century and where it leaves us
may
an
group of students
become
today.
"It has not been a good cenoCGcMCoUegeorgaJuzauon.
..
"The purpose of registering an tury," said Forte, using as evidence
Mao, Stalin and Hitler, and saying
organization with Campos Council
that they instigated the three biggest
is to identify ttnd"f organizations
ensure
campus
that the mass murders and crimes in history.
on
and to
Forte referred to theTEuropean Civil
purposes and programs of those orWar," a phrase encompassing the
ganizations are consistent with Colconflicts on that continent for the
lege policies," the document states.
The revised document, presented last century, and said that the West-epowers ended it by stopping an
by Sarah Fuller 95, chair of the
Charter committee, provides two evilUJSJL Forte believes that an
categories under which an organi- - of the Western Powers values of
democracy and capitalism were jus
and transitional.
Chartered organizations are
autonomous organizations or
organizations that fall under the
pervue of an umbrella organization
such as the Wooster Volunteer NetBy JEREMIAH JENNE
work: or the Greek Life Qanmittee.
They may apply for funding from
The College will offer Mandarin
Council, the Student Government
Chinese beginning next semester.
Association or the Wooster VolunThe new courses will include two
teer Network. Chartered organizations come up for review before year long courses in beginning and
intermediate Mandarin and upper
Council every three years.
Transitional organizations are level courses in literature, translation, and culture. However, there
new groups that may wish to apply
for funding although they are not are no plans to offer Chinese as a
major subject.
yet fully established. Transitional
"For a number of years, we have
status, which expires after two years,
eager to add an Asian language
been
expectation
with
that
the
is granted
as an ongoing part of the curriculum
the organization will submit a charto take advantage of existing
ter.
offerings in Asian Studies,"
new
rules
The adoption of these
Vice
President of Academic
going
said
which
has
been
debate
ends
Affairs R. Stanton Hales. "Lanon in Council since early last semesguage is an essential base for underter.
Council debated the documentfor standing any culture."
David Gedalecia. a professor of
please see CHARTERS, page 3 history who currently teaches all

capitalist world working

to-

gether," but according to Forte, we
are not building one."
Forte stated that of the five basic
power structures in international
relations, the United Nations was
not a collective security arrangement where all states are equal, but
a concert of great powers, where the
five permanent members of the security council control what goes on
mthe United Nations. Forte believes,
"the United Nations cannot succeed
in the world unless the concert is
brought into play."
The American view of the United
secuNations as an
rity arrangenment, according to
Forte, is mainly the fauttofWoodrow
equal-collecti- ve

m

Wilson and the religious background
epulis country. Wilson, who was the
"ideological father of the United

become a stronger alliance, "NATO
is the most successful organization
in history," said Forte. He continued by saying. "While NATO and
the ILS. have been timid, think what
they could have done early in the
Bosnian war." He suggested that
NATO should stop being the "cat's
paw" of the United Nations.
Forte ended his speech by saying
that President Clinton has not picked
the strongest people in his party to
lead his foreign policy team, and
described it as "adLhoc and lurching
in foreign policy." Forte said that
instead of"sending Valentine's Day
cards" to the United Nations, we
should start to really look at our
.relationship with the organization.
Jeff Lands, professor of political
science, had his own comments on
the speech. "Though it was interest-

Nations," according to Forte, gave
the United Nations the look of a
collective security arrangement
while designing it as a concert of
great powers.
The religious background of the
United States, according to Forte,
also causes misperceptions about
the United Nations. "Americans see
the United Nations as the second
coming," said Forte, pointing towards a belief that the United Nations will heal the world's problems
ifwe let it. "Some see it," said Forte,
"as a world church, and an independent spiritual entity."
Even though the United Nations
has made many positive contributions. Forte sighted the demise of.
the U.SJS.R. as the event that has
caused most of the great positive
accomplishments in international
relations, and he used die peace process in the Middle East and the evolution of democracy in Eastern Europe as examples.
NATO, in Forte's view, should

ing," said Lands. "I don't believe

Dr. Forte put enough emphasis on
the U.N. system. He did not give the
please see NATIONS, page 2

Chinese to be added
Dashing through the showl
to College curriculum

.

cur-ricul-

Feature

A&E

page 6

Do books
have a

future?

ar

but one of the College's existing
courses on East Asia, commented
that he was excited by the new addition. "This is something we have
been trying to do for years and we
have never had the money." said
Gedalecia.
The funding for the new position
comes from a donation by Jo and
Howard Morris of Cleveland. The
donation was given to the College to
start a program in an Asian language. Hales, under advisement
from the Educational Policies Committee, selected Chinese.
"The College has more of a
commitment to China than
any of the other languages considered." said Hales. Hales also cited
cur-ricul-

please tee CHINESE, page 2
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The track team braves the cold weather preparing for their meet
against Oberlin next weekend.
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Poet Tim
Seibles shares
love of poetry
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Dees speaks on racial equality

News Briefs

By KRISTEN DEMALTNE

CAMPUS

The interactive workstation for language study at die
Services in Andrews Library ceased to properly function last Thursday,
said that he
Jan. 1 9. Tony Bordac technical supervisor for Audio-Visuis still unsure of what caused the problem. "It could have been caused by
dust or electrical problems from the construction, or it could have been
equipment whose time has come," he explained.
some
Whatever the cause of the problem, the main console is damaged, "and it
may be four to six weeks before a new board can be built," Bordac said.
Audio-Visu-

al

al

five-year--old

NATIONAL

j

LOS ANGELES, CALIF The OJ. Simpson trial began this week and
delay m the triaL The
already the prosecution is requesting a y
prosecution is upset because the defense produced a list of witnesses
Wednesday, without giving time for the prosecution to prepare for questioning. Also, Defense Attorney Johnnie Cochran is accused by the prosecution of having "lied" to the jury during his openmg statement, and acting
improperly by showing the jury the mystery envelope, containing "an
unspecified knife."
WASHINGTON, D.C: President Clinton's balanced budget amendment, announced in his State of the Union Address Tuesday, was debated
Thursday in Ac House of Representatives. Representatives discussed six
variations of the bill, but House Majority Whip Tom Delay predicts the
House will approve an version similar to the one offered by Republican
leaders. This would eliminate the controversial requirement for a three-fiftmajority vote in Congress for any tax increase.
WASHINGTON, D.Ci Democratic Senator Ernest Hollings of South
Carolina voiced criticism of President Clinton's 40 billion dollar rescue
package to aid Mexico in its time of economic instability Thursday. In a
session before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Hollings and other
critics said the U.S. has no responsibility to bail out Mexico, but Secretary
of State Warren Christopher said if the ILS. doesn't help Mexico, it will
face "serious repercussions," including an increase in illegal immigration.
-CAPE COD, MASS.: Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy, mother of the late
President John F. Kennedy and the current Senator Edward Kennedy, died
early Sunday evening from complications due to pneumonia. She was 104.
She passed away peacefully at the Kennedy family compound with mem
bers of her family by her side.
30-da-

hs
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INTERNATIONAL
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British Lieutenant General
SARAJEVO.
Rupert Smith, U.N. Commander in Bosnia, arrived with 24,000 troops to
try lo end the war in Bosnia and to aid inrxxmpeopte caught m the (xmflict.
Meanwhile, fighting continued today in areas northwest of the town Bihac
GROZNY, RUSSIA: Intense fighting continues in Grozny, the capital
city of Chechnya, in the sixth week of the civil war there. A group of 40
Russian mothers searching for their soldier sons were trapped as Russian
artillery shells rained down in the city. The u.ning of an oil storage
terminal in a surrounding village has caused a huge fire. rwhrnnffiHiy
however, say their troops have pushed Russian soldiers out of some
positions in Grozny and have retaken Grozny's railroad station. The
Chechens are prepared to defend their capital for "a long time."
BOSNIA-HERZEGOVIN-

A:

Campus news brief compiled by NICOLE COWARD. National and
rrrtrrnarional news briefs compiled by BETH CTHA with information
. from Wire Services and USA Today

Police Briefs

A theft involving computer hardVare at HiderApts. was reported Jan. 20.
The Bxxherboard and 160 MB harddrrve of a Performa 475 were replaced
by a LC II motherboard and a 80 MB barddrive. According to Walter
Ovens, network technician for the College, the exchange would take at
least a half hour, and basic electronic knowledge and mechanical skills.
The investigation is ongoing.

equality in America today Wednesday evening in Lean Lecture Room.
Dees encouraged unity among the
races, saying. "... if America is so
great because of our diversity, then
why can't we all get along? We
have a nation that is deeply divided

along color lines." As an experienced litigator of criminal and civil
suits brought against white suprema-

cist groups. Dees offered many insights regarding to race relations.
One groundbreaking case he discussed was the 1981 lawsuit brought
against the Ku Krax Klan and United
Klans of America for inciting violence. The case involved the murder of Mike DonnelL an
student from Mobile, Ala.
Two
were given a gun
and rope and instructed to find and
kill an
as an example. They kidnapped and shot
Donnell before taking his body and
hanging him in an predominantly
African-Americ-

18-year-o-

an

lds

African-Americ-

an

African-Americ-an

neighborhood.

The star witness of the trial was one
of Donnell's killers who had turned
against the Klan.
One pivotal moment of the trial
occurred during the closing arguments, when Dees implored the jury
to return a guilty verdict so that.

"when they call roll for those who
gave their lives for the struggle,
trjey could also elevate Mike." Dees
witness then requested to speak to
the jury, at which time he apologized to Donnell's mother for his
action and requested her forgiveness. She, in turn, replied that she
had already forgiven him. This was

one of Dees' most memorable moments because, be said, it reiterated
the message be tries to present to
all that "America is a nation of
greatness, but until we have a love
bet ween our brothers and sisters, we
will not have bridges between the
races of this land."
He believes that unless we practice forgiveness and tolerance everyday, we win not achieve equality
for afl.
Dees abo discussed the 1990 case
in which be sued White Aryan Resistance and its leader Tom Metzger
for the murder of an Ethiopian stu--

Nations

Chinese
continued from frontpage

Morris Dees, executive director

of the Southern Poverty Law Center, talked about the lack of racial

Pho

dent living in Portland, Ore. After
immigrating to America for an education, be was murdered one night
by three skinheads hr lrmging to East
Side White Pride.
Tom Metzger taught white supremacy to the youth in the East
Side group, believing that the only
way to get respect was to use violent
means and that only by eliminating
other races in a race war would
America be a great nation. The
national
of WAR
turned against the organization and
acted as a witness during the trial,
which garnered a $12J million ver-difor the victim's family. Dees
said. "The America that Tom
Metzger believes in, and believes is
great because of the white population is an America that never existed. His children don't have to
worry about being paralyzed by polio because of Jonas Salk ... a Jew
vice-preside-

worlds most populous nation and as
a future world economic power.
Carolee Taipale. director of the
International Programs Office, said
the addition was cause for "great
cheer," adding dm the decision was
"long overdue." Taipale said the
new language courses will make it
much easier for Wooster students to
study in China as well as allow those
refilling from Asia loconrinoe their Newsservices.

full-tim-

part-tim-

'

United Nations credit for accom-

of human
rights, peaceful reconciliation of
plishments in the areas

conflict and humanitarian relief."
Lantis commented on whether the
UN was a collective security arrangement of equal nations or a big
powers club. "It an comes down to
hcrw you define security, he defines
it as the absence of armed conflict,
others define security more widely,
in terms of equal rights and justice."
he said.

nt

ct

OFF-CAMP-

US

ish man. America is great because

of its diversity, not in spite of it"

Currently. Dees is involved in a
project for schools. "Teaching Tolerance" is a series of videos and
texts designed to promote equality
in America. The first installment.
"Shadows of Hate: A History of
Intolerance in America" as well as
over half a million Teaching Tolerance" niagazines, have already been
distributed to many schools.
Dees is a graduate of the University ofAJabamalw School and has
received numerous awards for bis
work at the Southern Poverty Law
Center, which he
The
Center maintains a group of lawyers
who specialize in lawsuits pertain-in- g
to civil rights violations and hate
crimes.
co-found-

ed.

Some information obtained
from NEWS SERVICES.

STUDY OPPORTUNITIES FOR
FALL

continued from frontpage
studies in Chinese.
According to Hales, the College
plans to appoint a
e
faculty
member. A search for possible candidates is just now getting underway. The decision marks the return
of Asian languages to Wooster' i
curriculum after a four year hiatus.
Previously, courses in Chinese and
Japanese had been taught only on a
e
basis.
Some information provided by

by NEWS SERVICES

Civil rights activist Morris Dees spoke Wednesday night as part of
the Martin Lather King, Jr. Life and Legacy Celebration.

1995

Come visit the International Programs Office for more

information about studying in the U.S. or abroad.
and sophomores are encouraged to come
over and talk about how to integrate an
experience into their academic career at Wooster.

First-yea- rs

off-camp-us

Carolee Taipale, Director ext. 2406
Hlder House (across from Career Services)
on University St.
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday.
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SGA laundry survey
to be made available
By BETH CIHA
A survey addressing common student concerns about the laundry system will be available beginning this
Sunday. The survey comes as a
result of meetings between William
S noddy, vice president for finance
and business, and the laundry committee of the Student Government
Association.
The survey, which will be found
in the laundry rooms of all dorms,
of
and will be distributed by
small houses, can also be picked up
when students purchase laundry tickets at the Lowry information desk. It
addresses complaints that the dryer
cycles are too short, clothes aren't
adequately dried at the end of the
cycle, and that clothes come out of
the washer with soap residue on
them because the washer doesn't
have a secondary rinse cycle.
Donnell Wyche '97, chair of the
committee, said that the committee
plans to tih"ifltft the surveys, and
then "draft a letter, and present it to
S noddy." This letter would not only
include students' greatest concerns,
but would "make recommendations
to facilitate' these concerns, said
Wyche.
Wyche said one result of the survey could be the switch to an entirely new system, one which features gas machines, as opposed to
electric ones. Although gas dryers
heat better, Wyche said, "there are
safety factors associated with gas
R-A-

.'s

that we have to be conscious of."
Another drawback of this idea is
that it might not be very feasible to
overhaul the whole system, which
currently contains an estimated 100
washers and dryers. This is a decision that witturamaiely be made by
Snoddy.
One other outcome of the survey
could be a lowering in prices. Prices
of laundry tickets were increased at
the beginning of the 1994 school
year from 50 to 60 cents each. This
price increase, the first in about ten
years, was due partly to water cost
and maintenance.
Changing the laundry machines
so they will be able to accept students' ID. cards as payment is also
being considered. Although a preliminary proposal was made to the
College to inibtate this change, it
was rejected, because it involved
moving all washers and dryers to a
central location, something the College opposed.
Wyche feels confident that the
administration, especially Snoddy,
will work together with students to
eliminate concerns and complaints
about laundry on campus. About
Snoddy, Wyche said, "He was very
eager in working with me and getting results. I really appreciate that
type of response. He's been really

supportive.'
Surveys can be dropped off in
individual dorm laundry rooms, answered on the SGA server, or re
turned to the SGA drop box.

OPTIONS

'95

Speaker explains cycle of violence
By JONATHAN A. SETTZ
Dr. Thomas Idinopulos, a professor and writer, focused on violence
and its effects Tuesday afternoon in
a speech given as part of the Clergy
Academy of Religion series dealing

with religion and violence. His
speech, entitled "Freedom. Violence
and the Violated: Moral and Religious Response to the Mystery of
Human Behavior," dealt with everything from the role of violence in
television and literature to ways of
r,
classifying violence. As a
he brought international,
historical, and literary emphases to
his speech.
Idinopulos reduced the "pattern
of violence" to four stages. He said
the first step was, "led by ideological political extremists," either leaning to the right or left. The second
stage was that "the superior group is
further persuaded that the inferior
group presents a threat to the superior group." In the third stage, leaders lead their followers to punish
and discipline the "inferior" group.
In the fourth step, violence of the
superior against the inferior occurs
world-travele-

By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
On Monday evening in Lean Lecture Hall, reknowned scholar and
author David McLellan will deliver
a lecture entitled, "What Sort of
Contract Should Marriage Be?" The
event, which includes a question
and answer session following the
presentation of the lecture, will begin at 7:30 and is being sponsored
by the departments of political science and philosophy as well as the
Women's Studies Program.
McLellan will speak on observations he has made involving ideal
marriages. Regardless of where one
gets married, McLellan begs the
question of what an ideal union be- -

HUMAN 5ERVICE
AND
COMMUNITY ACTION FAIR
Scholarships

rs

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY

11:00AM

2:00PM

LOWY LOBBY

9

Idinopulos explained violence in
terms of Dostoyevsky 's'The Brothers Karamov." In the book, two
brothers argue over violence and the
role of the Creator in dealing with
violence. Idinopulos explained that
people often react to the world in the
way the two brothers did. The discussion recounted the traditional
arguments between theists and atheists and their reaction to pain and
violence.
He stated that literature has often
used violence and has frequently
sought to examine the motives
prompting violence: Shakespeare,
tabloids, and television shows have
all gained popularity by using vio-

tween man and woman should be.
McLellan is a professor of political theory at the University of Kent
in Great Britain. He has written
over 20 books and numerous articles on various subjects. Among
the books he has written are Simone
Weil: Utopian Pessimist and Unto
Caesar: The Political Relevance of
Christianity.
Perhaps McLellan is best known
for his work involving the German
politeal philosopher Karl Marx.
McLellan is considered the
scholar on Marx. He is internationally known as a Marxist scholar
and the major translator of Marx's
work. McLellan 's translation ofDas
Kapital was published by Oxford
Press, and he has just recently pub-

at Wooster on Monday. In addition

over-zealo- us

old-fashion-

ed

lence.

Idinopulos

.

cited

Dostoyevsky' j use of "our cruel sensuality" and people's deep fascination with violence.
Dr. Idinopulos, a professor of religious studies at Miami University
in Oxford, Ohio, holds a PhD. from
the University of Chicago. He has
been a speaker in Israel, Jordan,
Greece, Great Britain and Canada,
and has also lectured at universiues
and colleges throughout the United
States.

Author to speak on marriage

IJtaHDDslMll

through seniors
Open to first-yeaMany different volunteer positions,
work offered by a
internships, and full-tim- e
organizations
variety of nonprofit
Over 30 recruiters expected
Come find out what nonprofit
organizations are all about!

and even calls itself morally justified.
Idinopulos demonstrated how
these stages are evident in the current conflict in Bosnia and were also
present in the Holocaust He claimed
that the policies of Hitler could not
Chrishave come out of
tianity, which would have involved
conversion. Instead, the Germans
chose to exterminate Jews, considering them unworthy of salvation.
Idinopulos said that Nazis had
sought moral men, and then trained
these men to believe that what they
were doing was moral "The killing
of Jews was rationalized, justified,"
he said. As part of the justification
process, Nazi enemies were treated
as inferior, weak, and worthy of
death. "Children were shot along
with parents, often standing hand in
hand," he said. In explaining the
dangers of this violence, Idinopulos
referred to the words of the French
philosopher Albert Camus: "it was
murder, but modnot
ern, administrative murder."
In dealing with the problem,
Idinopulos said, "I've spoken of the
violence, now what of the violated"

Fellowships
Grants

Internships
Work-Stud-

y

Programs

Computerized
Report within 48 hrs.
Computer uives the Details
345-622-

3

lished a translation of The
Grundrisse, a collection of Marx's
early writings, which were recovered in the late 1970s.
"David is a man of many talents,"
said Karen Beckwith, political science professor. "In addition to being
a political theorist, David is an authority on legal studies in contract
law based on liberal theory and feminist theory."
It is McLellan's knowledge of legal studies which will be showcased

philsophy and political science

classes. Specifically, McLellan will
sit in on political science professor
Dijana Plestina's Rethinking Democracy class on Tuesday morning
at 9:30 in Kauke3. All are welcome
to attend. Plestina will be introducing McLellan at his lecture on Monday.
In addition to his forays into political theory and legal studies,
McLellan is an avid hiker. He has
hiked over mountain ranges and
across other terrain throughout Europe.
"He is also politically active. He
has stood as a candidate for the Labor Party for years," said Plestina.
"He is active in the campaign for
nuclear disarmarmenL"
McLellan's lecture tour will only
visit three locations in the United
States. He will be arriving in
Wooster from New York, and after
his lecture on Monday, he will be
traveling to Los Angeles where he
will address the University of California at Los Angeles. From there,
his tour continues in Australia.

Everyone is welcome to attend a

Loans

Cooperative

pre-emine- nt

to speaking in Lean Lecture Hall,
McLellan will be staying in town
until Thursday and silting in on

"Take back the night" 1995
Planning Meeting
to be held Wednesday, Feb. 1 at 7 p.m.
to SGA)
Office (basement of Lo wry-neWRC
in the
xt

event which addresses issues of
Take back the night is an
violence against women. Many perspectives and ideas are needed to
make this event a success.
all-camp-

us

.

t
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Wooster Insight
Chinese: a good step forward
The addition of Mandarin Chinese to the College's curriculum is a major
step towards a truly multicultural curriculum. Too often we replace
as Afro-- and Eurocentrists hurl invecmuliiculturalism with
tive and rhetoric to and fro while the rest of the world is ignored.
education is not served. When
Wooster was sitiing-i- n and debating the addition of a black studies requirement, other schools were adding area study and Language courses for Latin
America. Socitft and Fast Asia, as well as Africa. Now we are forced to play
catch-uThe new Oiinrac. curriculum, the appointment of faculty with
backgrounds in Asian studies, as well as new grants for tte establishment
of an Asian S todies collection at Andrews library are all important steps in
establishing Woosters academic commitment to Asia and to a broader
vision cf
bt-cultura-

ulturalism;

Bi-culturilismuasadnulttfmy-c-

lism

p.

mula-CTltaralis-

rn.

relations need work

Staff-stude- nt

It doesn't take long to discover that there are bad feelings between
students and custodial workers on this campus. This is a pity as both are
essential to a working and pleasant college environment. The student's
anitnde seems to be one of unaccountabiliry: if we don't have to clean up
our own messes, then we don't have to worry about who does. This attitude
is not only mistaken, it's insulting. The people who clean up after us are not
and our mondial staff deserves to be recognized for its time
and energy. On the other band, it cannot be denied that the attitude of
cmtodians towards students is often ere of irritation, as if the people who
live on campus are merely an obstacle lo cleaning the place up. This is also
a problem, and some better understanding should be found.
This situation should not coontinae, and we salute those individuals who
have done their best to alter it It doesn't take much: a smile, a wave, and
a hello will all contribute to a better understanding and a friendlier college.

Letters

Don-entiti- es,

These views represent the majority views of the editorial
board and not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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E-m- ul

Constructive
debate is sadly
lacking in letters
section

Ohio. Mr. Smith, while claiming to

be "an ambassador for Christ" attacks the characters of both Ms.
Baton and Rev. Hollinger by calling
them heretics. I don't see how dogg
matic,
is conducive to
educational debate.
The other letter, from one Mr.
Bob Swisher and
by seven
others from Wooster. is at least conducive to educational debate. Mr.
Swisher and the others give their
side of the issue and their evidence
to support their arguments, but they
fail to give their opponents any credit
for their beliefs. I for one am quite
happy to let Mr. Swisher and friends
have their own beliefs, as long as he
accepts mine as being valid for me.
I feel that this type of interaction is
beneficial to all parties involved,
because it requires them to think
about the reasons behind their arguments, and to give their reasoning
behind their arguments.
However. I am disappointed in
the lack of response from the student body of the College of Wooster
with regards to this issue. As an
openly gay man on this campus, I
know firsthand the need for discussion that there is concerning issues
of sexual orientation, not just in the
area of religion, but on this campus
as a whole. If we ignore this issue it
will not go away.
The 1990s will be a time of much
debate between the churches of
America and gay. lesbian, bisexual.
Americans. America's churches
need to either
their doctrines and begin including gays, or
nxre and more people will leave the
church, just as I did.
chest-beatin-

Where has all the debate gone?
College is a time of learning, both
about academics and about one's
self. I think that the letters to the
editor in the Wooster Voice help this
learning process, or they did until
recently. This past semester, I found
that the letters to the editor have
been extremely one sided and narrow minded, especially the letters in
response to Lambda Wooster' s program on homosexuality and spirituality.
As a member of Lambda Wooster
who helped plan the event, I must
say that the response has personally
been very disappointing. The purpose of the piogram was to show
people other interpretations of scripture and to help them
their own. personal, interpretations
of doctrine. The program itself was
well planned and executed.
What disappointed me was the
attitude of the majority of the audience members. Many of the audience members came to the program
looking, not for a different viewpoint, but for a fight. It was really
disappointing to see people coming
to what was meant to be an educational program and have it turn into
a verbal melee.
As if this wasn't bad enough. I've
had to watch the melee continue in
the letters to the editor section of the
Voice. Last week (Jan. 20, 1995) I
ALEC BIS AHA '96
read two particularly disturbing letters.
Editor's note: The writer is the
The first was an especially
former
of Lambda
and personal attack by one
.
Wooster.
Mr. Jim Smith from Doylestown.
co-sign- ed

re-evalu-

ate

re-eval-

uate

mean-spirit- ed

1
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co-direc-
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Feeding the
homeless
I am writing about die current
problem concerning the Soup and
Bread tradition here at Wooster. In
case you are not aware, it is in danger of not continuing because not
enough people have committed to it.
By the time you read this letter it
will probably be too late for this
semester, but in the future I hope my
plea will make a difference.
If you think and I don't mean
this accusingly that hungry people
have somehow gotten themselves
into their situation and that they
deserve to be hungry, I urge you to
think about this
what have you
done to deserve the luxuries you
have? And by luxuries I mean

clothes, food, housing, decent
schooling, and love.

WelUVebeOTa"good kid," made
good grades, and I've even held a
couple of jobs, but the vast majority
of what I have is provided for me
simply because I exist. What I hope
you will ponder is that many people
are born into situations in which by
existing they have absolutely nothing.
ONE MEAL A WEEK and no
one is asking you to skip that meal-ju- st
eat a little less so that others may
simply eat. Even if you feel hungry
later in the evening on Tuesdays, let
that hunger remind you how fortunate you are. IfthewalktoKittredge
is longer than you'd like it to be.
then let it also remind you to appreciate what you have when normally
you do not think about it.
Last semester. Soup and Bread
raised $3350. If enough people
choose to make this very small sacrifice, together we will make a difference.

....

JEMMRARK'56.

Speak your Mind

Responses compiled by GAYAN BANDARA
Photos by SARAH SOOROS

What do you feel about the turnover of congress to the Republicans?
v 1
I nrrr-..ll-,-?T
r. , I t

a

M

with-forthoaeof-

-

ZACHARY LYMAN 97
I am unaffiliated.

ALLISON HICHTSHOE
I think it's awfuL

BETH GOLDSTEIN9T
I am indifferent,

STEVE PENROD 97
I don't think it's going to makeabig
difference. In another few years the
democrats will take over.

93

ns

The 'American elite,' and other indefinite terms
fumy-lookin- g,

d,

public

.

Benjamin Wachs

broadcast
mgis-t-

he

sandboxof
the elite," and welfare, affirmative
action, and other socially minded
programs are "the programs of the
elite," These are helpful statements:

they tell us that our country's
viscious elite are cultured people
who watch public television and are
on welfare. This is good to know.
It's also completely
non-sensk-

If

nseudo-intellectua-

aL

like

ls

like
Gingrich and
Quayle aregoing to lead out country
non-mtcllccm-

als

into a war. against its own "elite,
they should at least tell us who that
is, or stop using the term.
Until then, I'm as curious as the
next person about who they're referring to. The definition of elite
(according to the American Heritage Dictionary) is "1. A) The superior members of a social group, B)
A small but powerful group," or "2.
A type size for typewriters, providing 12 characters to the inch." Now,
granted. 12 characters to the inch
can be an ideal type size, but for the
moment I'm going to ignore that
partfrn'n rfin't'fin, yd riek with
the other two. That said, if we use
the English language as an indicator
Republicans arc looting for either
the superior members of a social
group ora small but powerful group,
or maybe both. However, that's not
very helpful: tbereareaiotof small
but powerful groups out there. How

about The Daughters of the American Revolution, could the national
debt be their fault? I've always

suspected the

JJVub
dfwTSS
immigration,

could they be

and something must be done about
their nefarious influence. Just who
are these people? At least we know
they like public

An 'elite9 didn't ruin
America, ordinary
Americans did.

whoNewt's talking about? His lan
guage a so ambiguous that nor an
we know a "superior member of a
social group" could be Rupert
Murdoch, book publisher and business owner, but Newt would never
8CcepCabook contract from amem-b- er
of the elite, now would he?
The other clues left us as to who
this "elite" might beare sadly worth- l mixm nave accepicu inai
Congress was America's elite, but
now that the Republicans control

both houses, the rhetoric hasn't
stopped: theeliteare stmaproblem,

broadcasting:

I respect the Republicans for their sheer
audacity. As skeptical as I am, I Tike bold

initiatives. Republicans are trying to balance
die Federal budget, which, if successful, wfll
be an unprecedented
mmmmm
,
,
achievement. Para- -

Benjamin Bayer

dox5caSlyt

m

also planning to dras
tically cut taxes. The lastpresident to balance
the federal budget was Lyndon Johnson, who
did it by limiting entitlement growth, making
tough choices, and by raising taxes. Some-

times k's good to be sudacics,bmsiidacity
can't change hard facts.
Trying to cut taxes and soil balance the
Dodgetisfony. Cutting taxes has little practical utility, because the savings would be
irtsignificaut to the average American. The
tax cots coating die federal government 100
bCacaaycarsare meat people very little: the
es
savings come as as additional $140-36- 0
emptk)B per chiU on Federal mcome tax. The
ataacUre dcma of cociagtaxq and cueing

govemmfnt is shortTigw, What the Republicans propose is not cutting away pork, but a
ritual sacrifice cf the vital organs of government. It is acceiable to eliminate ridiculous
agriculture gnbf idfrs and midnight basket-baThese ars extraneous programs, and
arguably noor, of the Federal government's
responsibility ji the first place. But promoting edncatior. is a basic part of the Federal
government. President Clinton has the right
idea. Chntbn proposed a $10,000 tax credit
for pareuts who earn $120,000 or less and
nave children in college. In an economy
based on information, a college education is a
necessity. Governments should go out of
then: way to promote higher education.
Clinton, at least, can see that
Republicans evidently can't. Republican
legislation may in the near future propose
n.

interest subsidy for Stafford
the
loans. This subsidy is worm 9j6billkm, over
5 years. Several other programs may be axed
in-acho-

ol

completely. It's irornctliat as me Republicans
attempt to reform wellare, tney are proposing
to cut afl federal campus based financial aid.

ThatindudesFedeialWcrkStudy.aprognmi
proposals, atwhich like the welfare-to-woinitiative."
encourage
"bootstraps
tempts to
Perkins Loans, and Supplementary State Incentive Grants would also be zeroed out of the
budget. There cuts would hurt students to the
tune of 7.1 billion, over five years.
interest subsidy, the
Without die
drbt burden on students would be 19.4 more
than the debt currently accrued by' students
rk

in-sch-ool

borrowing the undergraduate maximum of
$17,125. This cutback costs each borrower

$3300, adding 3A more years on to repayment. I don't need to remind most students

trjatthedebtbuntaofaflOTdmgc
be very heavy as it is.

--

Xfj

AUmalL the search for therein- ous "American elite" is just another
"
example of smoke and mirrorsv
didn't rain America, onfl-- '
nary Americans did. America's n
problem is not that an "elite" are
involved in government, but that
everyone else isn't. You can't blame
anyone but the idle for the fact that
only one third of eligible voters
voted in this past election. So
I'm going to stop worrying aboutan
elite. But if I was. this is how I ;
An'-"elite-

Newt told us that.
But who does that
refer to? All kinds
of oeoole watch
mhlic TV. I learned to read from
Sesame Street, and a friend of mine
whohas$80,000outin student loans
did the same. Obviously public
broadcasting is used by rich and
poor. In fact, the only connection I
can see among everyone who
watches public television and listens to public radio is a desire to
improve their minds. If people who
want m cuuraw uwu
problem tnen tne xepuniicans
should just stop all this nonsense
before it starts and not fund kinder- em.
snow 'em.
gartens: that'U
that II show

Higher education and tax cuts don't

:) j

ac-tna- lly

personaUy would define them: the:
American elite is anyone who can
geta$4 million dollar advance for
work they haven't yet done, influence any piece of legislation they
choose, and appear on major news
programs anytime they want Newt,
hat's off to you: you made it.

J

Benjamin Wachs is Viewpoints
edUor for the Voice '

future of our nation is jeopardized. I don't,
believe I'm exaggerating. The federal portion
the College of Wooster's financial aid ;
The College would be able to !
budget is
survive federal cutbacks better than most col- leges, due to it's endowment. But even with-out the cutbacks, Wooster is in a precarious ;
situation financially. How many less form-nate colleges win go bankrupt because of;
Republican shortsightedness? How many stu- -:
dents win lose the chance to receive a college
of

:--

30.

taxes are too high and aH government
are too big. because when we do, the
pro-gra- ms

.

i

I interviewed David Miller, the head of;;
Financial Aid at the College, in preparation ',
for this editorial. His advice u me was simple: f
"Students ought to be involved in jj
right md regpOP- - Iflftfryjiij
sublines as citizens." I plan to email my
senator and representative, as a start.
r-r-

-inff

thr

The RepuWican proposal most be stopped.

It is wrong to blindly follow me dogma that

.

J-educati-

been
going on about the elite. You know
who they are: those nasty, evil,
selfish,
people who spoil America for
the rest of us normal folks. Dan
Quayle attacked the "cultural elite,"
Newt Gingrich has reminded us that
AD kinds of talk has recently

mean-spirite-

r--

on?

SARAH CHOUDHURY.
Intern. Office of International
Student Affairs
I think that a republican congress
will be more difficult to work
seeking social change.

k'

Til

'
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Feature
Give the athletic department a sporting chance!

when I'm fifty years old m still be
able to play. Tennis is a game that
you can play forever." be said.
William McHenry. die chairman
Other people noted that on the
of the athletic department, believes
exercise schedule that the
structured
that sports are an important part of
provided
is a reason to enclasses
ex
fffrff
should
at
"S
as
roll.
paod their education into the pnys-cMcHeary agreed with the benarea for a more well rounded
efits
of having a healaty body and
schooling," be said.
added,
"Alhletici can give yon
McHenry would have agreed wfth
yourself. After all if you
my father, who kept telling me it
would be a "good idea" to take a can master a ikd and do something
well, it will make you fed good
physical education das in college.
yourself. Athletics will give
about
Although I was wrought with
By RACHEL POPE

al

con-fidenc- em

nightmare visions of seventh grade
gym, I decided it would be a good
idea to relax, or vent, for an boor of
the day. I enrolled in a racqaetball
Amy Bailey '97 ended up in a
phys. ed. class became of her paren-t- al
units, too. She signed np became
her mother told her she was a good
swimmer.
Kris Hardest 97 ended np in
fencing because of a friend, and
Betsy Nettelbeck 98 signed np for
racqnctball became the thought it
would be fun. MIkeWorreLacoach
at the school. saioVThe students take
these classes for fun."
On the other hand. EmDyWeidner
95 not only thought she would
jov toking golf, but also took it be-caBse.lts nota skHlI could learn by
Alan DeNiro '93 said much the
same thing about taking tennis.
"Essentially it was a way for me to
learn to keep score m tennis, so that

worth and esteem."
McHenry spoke fondly of one of
his pupils in a swimming class. 1
taught one person to swim many
years ago, and six months later he
was able to save the life of another
swimmer," be said.

The athletics program, beyond
teaching basic skills and giving students a feeling of
also
lends itself to some interesting facts.
Hardesty said. "The little tags on
die back of Oxford shirts originated
from a French fencing custom
self-wor- m,

it's where the foil hooks on."
Weidner found out that for a Rolf
course "to build the bole of one
green costs seventy thousand

when they swung. DeNiro managed to send the balls backward
over his racquet to Bissman's door.
As for me, I laugh at the personal
jokes that go on during a game.

The classes also provide for a few
laughs, which seem to mostly come
from stooge acts. Wood mentioned
chuckles over a hit in the behind
wimabalLandWeidnertalkftd about
students letting go of their golf dubs

Away from classes, and the
thought and stress they cause, athletic classes are relaxing and relieving. Bailey agreed, saying. "Swimming was definitely a stress

dc4-lar- s."

New member educaton:

The selection of courses may not
be as broad as other colleges, but the
athletic department offers a phys.
ed. minor.
Courses are selected by the staff
members and are then submitted to
th Fhv-fioTJ ify Crmm iff fry
approval. Once a class is introduced it is usually continued.
This year, two new classes were
added. One is Basic Self Defense
w

Federal job application

a real rush

process made easier

at (912) 757-30by telephone or
the Federal Job Opportunities Bulby
Office of Personnel letin Board at (912) 757-31The
Management (OPM) recently computer. The Federal Job Opporchanged the guidelines for applying tunities Bulletin Board can also be
for federal jobs. Gone is the old SF accessed through TELNET at
171. the form notorious for its length FJOB.MATL.OPM.GOV. . or
198.7846.10. Each resource offers
and the difficulty it posed for potential applicants. According to an details about current job openings
OPM press release, the new hiring all over the world; salary, pay rale
policy is the result of a 1993 study and benefits information; career
by the National Performance Re fairs; and other related topics.
Choose a job that catches
view, which "recommended creating a flexible and responsive hiring your interest.
According to the OPM. the above
system which was more applicant-friendry- ."
Although the SF 171 was listings feature information about
3000 job openings, including more
replaced by the Application for Federal Employment, the new form is than 1500 open to the general pubnot mandatory, and applicants may lic Many of these opportunities are
submit a resume instead, if they also aimed at minority, student, disabled, and veteran applicants.
choose.
Apply for a position.
TheOPMhMputtogetherathree-ste-p
Some jobs require onryaphoned-i- n
process for seeking out a fedapplication; others require a short
eral job. The steps include:
questionnaire, which is men propoteatal esipkyaest opportuni- cessed by computer. Still others
require applicants to submit a
ties.
The OPM suggests contacting the
Career Arnci jcsCTonopyth wt mtE1
see JOSS, page 7
By JENNIFER SCHUPSKA
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aM by BXXITANY BULLAKO

Neartag the esd of th thac afTectioaattry kaown as "New Member Education," tbese
Detts eagerly aatidpafy th day wfcea tkey win no katgr be Varahrg." The
pseagiag penoa m two weeks toag for stoat Greek i

saoa to

ihjs

and the other is Fitness for Life, a
general fitness class that looks at
topics such as nutrition and exercise. Other courses range from
bowling to badminton, and from
personal conditioning to volleyball.
So expand your education into
the physical area. There's nothing
to worry about. The athletic department takes care of everything, including equipment.

1

00

00

re-ple-ase
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ThrWooste Voice Feature

'Once upon a time ...

Wooster Love
Song': a hymn of
ages past
This article, by Mike Lauber, appeared in the October 5, 1979 issue
of die Wooster Voice:

"Wooster Love Song."
Ralph Plumer was no ordinary
student. According to an Alumni
BuUeuncoatribaux: "Ralph Plumer,
strikingly handsome, aristocratic,
brilliant in scholarship, an artistic
and musical genius, was an intriguing figure. Everything he did was

accomplished with remarkable
ease." He had a talent for painting
and drawing and several of bis oils
and watercolors adorned Sigma Chi
rooms.
He earned not one but three degrees at Wooster two music degrees, orie in piano in 1903 and one
in organ in 1906, and a bachelor of
science degree in 1906. His graduation recital was the brgestattended
musical event in Wooster's history

up to that time.
Upon graduation, at age 26, he
studied in Europe and loured as an
accompanist to a violinist.
In Austria. Plumer met the great
Lechetisky. So impressed was the
renowned musician mat he invited
the Wooster graduate to spend the
summer studying in the master's
home. Bicyclingnear his mentor's
home, Ralph miVa Irritated a severe
incline and plummeted to his death.
Ordinary does not describe the
song left behind by Plumer either.
The original manuscript bangs, as it
has for over 50 years, in the Alumni
House. Rightfully so, too, because

Page 7
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Reading gives pleasure, teaches lessons
I

0 4

(,

i

no song has held more meaning for
)lftH 01311 this tv-- i
The "Wooster Love Song" did
iKfbrrCTfff

OntbemonungofMsrch 15, 1906,
Ralph Pinner awoke earlier than
usual. While still in bed, he wrote
die words to a song scheduled to
close a minstrel show downtown at
the old Opera House that evening.
That same afternoon Phjmer sat at
the piano of a Sigma Chi boose-nat-ional
fraternities still existed on
campus at that time and wrote the
tone that had been running through
his head all day. Thus was born the

r

thc-CoTVge's1"11

song after that night at the Opera
House through any interposed action of the trustees or by decree of
the president; it occuird thmngh
sheer popularity and acceptance by
students and alumni It was sung at
the close of all alumni meetings, at
football and basketball games, in
the Chapel at the fall convocation
and on Wooster Day, and tearfully
by the graduating class on com-

ft"
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Fifty years after its first

month," Oliverio added. This
month, her book of choice is Ann
Rice's 7fe Witching Hour. Oliverio
lists The Prince of Tides and The
Lords of Discipline, both by Pat

perfor-

mance the popularity of the "Love
Song" waned on campus. Though
still the sentimental favorite of
alumni, the
students of the day found the lyrics
archaic, the melody lethargic. In
1960, in response to a
contest, a new song was put
form by the student body as a possible replacement. Written by seniors Pat Carson and Sue Marshall,
The Elms Are In Their Beauty"
gained limited acceptance but died
as die elms themselves soon did due
to die Dutch Elm disease.
For those of us who have entered
school here within the past lOyears.
barely any mention has been made
of this or any other song. No song
has risen to replace the Tove Song"
just as surely as it has lam dormant
these years on campus.
Meanwhile, many alumni still sing
the "Wooster Love Song" as their
happy recollections and gentle affections enhance their memories of
life here once upon a time. At the
close of many class reunions imperfect voices singing an imperfect
song; these flaws matter little. The
"Love Song" still brings a thrill to
the hearts and a tear to the eyes of
those who once studied here, taught
here or lived here.
Don't you wish we had such a
ao-cientartdrtot-so--

anciertt

I

1

Happy birthday!r

Jobs
continued from page 6

.

By JENNIFER SCHUPSKA

Attention all Collage of Wooster
students, faculty, end staff:
p.m., the
This coming Thursday, February 2, at 1
holding
drive in
blood
will
a
be
American Red Cross
Lowry Center, sponsored by XI Chi Psi, Beta Kappa
Phi, Kappa CM, and Phi Omega Sigma The last
blood drive on campus collected 1 28 units of blood.
Because of the high number of donations, we believe
that a goal of 130 units is not unreasonable. We
invite everyone to come and donate because there is
a shortage in the blood supply in Northeast Ohio.
Please help us reach our goal of 130 units of blood
and make this blood drive a record turnout for the
College of Wooster.
00

.--

ing images, some new, some old;
providing new and varied insights
into the human experience. I fear
I'm a literary addict"
"I'm working on Dostoyevsky's
The Idiot right now, which is hardly

The commercial opens withalittle
girl getting ready for bed. "Daddy,
can we read a story?" she asks in die
most precious voice she can conjure
pleasure, if pleasure
up. Her father agrees to
means not thinking, "he
give her a story before
added.
she goes to sleep, but
ingtqH of pifHng up
Betty Smith wrote in
Reading is like a drug, filling in idle
A
Grows in BrookTree
beloved picture book,
time; evoking images, some new, some
lyn, "The library was a
they bead off to their
old; providing new and varied insights
link old shabby place.
computer to "read" a
Francie thought it was
bedtime story. The prointo the human experience. fear I'm
beautiful. The feeling
gram includes some
a literary addict"
she had about it was as
printed words, but also
good as the feeling the
animation and sound,
97
Moore
Neil
had aborjtt&urc&r.She
and seems much more
open the door
pushed
program
likeatelevision
and went in. She liked
than an actual book.
the combined smefl of
Although the combindings, library paste
worn
leather
books.
favorite
Conroy,
as
her
puter program may have its value
stamping pads betShe said that they appeal to her and freshly-inke- d
reading abookhas its benefits. Typiter than she liked the smell of burncal of many English majors, Julie because of "the way they're written he writes very lyrically, and I ing insense at high mass."
Oliverio 97 respects the difference
Perhaps not every child has as
that reading has made in her life. "It like the values that he portrays, like
feelings about her local listrong
loyalty
honor."
and
thinker,"
more
much
me
makes
ofa
brary as Francie did in Smith's book,
Neil Moore 97, who is considershe said.
Oliverio added that she has read ing an English major, also enjoys but reading has presented a great
for pleasure as much as she can the experiences that reading gives many people with some of the most
treasured memories of their childhim, although perhaps for a differsince she was a child. She comhoods, and given them qualities
mented, "It's relaxing: I like to sit ent reason.
which they might not otherwise have
"Reading is like a drug," be comdown with a good book and just
evokacquired.
time;
mented,
idle
"filling in
escape for awhile."

Voice-sponsor- ed

song?

n

s3
"I try to read at least one book a

By JENNIFER SCHUPSKA

mencement day.

I? zrs
u

Won all of the snow, ice, and
general bleakness that come with
winter weather, it's sometimes hard
to remember in winter that every-thin- g
isn't waning untH spring; without the evidences of flowers and
birds gracing our lives, we sometimes forget that life does exist
since it isn't readily appar-enti- n
the world around us. Sometimes, though, things happen that
make us realize that, even when
everything outside looks dea& the
world still lives.
As a reminder of this
vitality, the College community this week celebrates the addition of one new member into its
es-petia-

easily-forgott- en

midst Paul Jones, an employee of
the College working in Office Services for the past eight years, can
attest to this; this week, he became
the proud father of Emily Nicole,
bomJanuary24 at the Wooster

sume or the new, optional application form. To request a copy of the
form, applicants should call either
their local branch of the OPM Federal Employment Information Centers, or the (Career America Connection hotline. Should you choose to
submit a resume, be sure to find out
exactly what information you need
to supply. Failure to include all of
the required information could lose
your potential job. Do not, however, send more information than
requested.

Hospital.
Congratulations, Emily, on your
arrival in the world; we hope to see
you in Wooster's class of 17.

Compiled with information from
an Office of Personnel Management press, release.

Uy
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Arts & Entertainment
of
students
work
Exhibition
features
Art
Juried
Sculpture, pottery, painting and photography showcase talents of campus artists
By JILL GREGORY
Special to the Voice

Art," which depicts a painter work-in- g
in his studio and is accompanied
by text written along the edges of
the photos. Through these photos,
one can get the sense of the evolutionary process of art.
Young received an award for his
sculpture "Presence," made of thin
scrips of wood, approximately 7 feet
high. The wooden strips, arranged
are attached toin a

it was an honor just to
be selected lo be part of the exhibiAlthough

tion, additional Juror's Awards and
Merit Awards were given out at the
opening reception on Wednesday
night.
One Juror Award went to Scott
Doty '97, for his "Self Portrait 1,"
an ou painting.
The artist's imAward went
age has been

The 1995 Biennial Student Juried
Exhibition opened Jan. 18, along
with Professor. Susan Hansen's exhibit; "Passive, Aggresive, Assertive: A Human Interface with
All work in the
show was created
by students en-

rolled at the college and was selected for exhibi-tio- n

by Sarah
Schaster, this

One Juror
to Scott Doty '97, for his

"SefPortraits," an

oU painting. The

artist's

image has been slightly
distorted and painted in
monochromatic tones;

slightly
torted
painted

semi-circl- e,

gether by smaller, horizontal wooden

dis-

and
in

monochromatic
tones; his face

and hands are
teaL while his
year's jaror.
Schaster bad a
shirt is ochre.
his face and hands are
show at the ColAnother Juror Award was
lege herself this teal, while his shirt is
year, along with ochre.
given to Eliza- photo by CATHERINE TADROS
Athena Tacha,
beth Weaver
entitled "Fash- 93 for a series This ofl painting by Scott Doty 97 was one of the many receiving
ionisg Life and Death," which was of photographs and illustrations. awards at the 1995 Biennial Stndent Jnried Art Exhibition at the
part of last semester's First Year "Untitled." The photos depict imFrkkArtMnsevnu The exhibit opened Jan. IS.
ages taken from a tatoo parlor. Ms.
Seminar program.
The exhibition contains work in a Weaver then added both text and
wide and diverse rariety of media illustrations, often adorning the capped in front of her, as if she was stool was also crafted by Ms. Wootrying to give the viewer something. druff.
types, jncfrxting sculpture, pottery, people in her photographs with exTwo Merit Awards were given to
Bat, as her hands are empty, the
painting, and photugiaphy.
tra tattoos of her own oration.
Vanght '95 and Stephen
Ashley
"95
Jesse Woodruff
also received exact meaning of her offering is
The show seems to lean toward
work, bat this may a Juror Award far herscmrptureThe
unclear. The woman was created ' Young 95. Vanght's award was for
be attt flailed to the large nnrnhfT of Offering," a model of an old woman out of paper pulp and cheese cloth a series of large photographs enentries which were
sitting on a stooL with her hands over a wooden armature; the wooden titled "On the Origin of a Work of
.

tw-(mattio-

nal

two-dmteasion-

aL

braces, and the whole piece has a
rather delicate, fragile feel to k.
Works in this show were not necessarily completed in a classroom,
as evidenced by the work of Kate
Oggel '95. "Otavalo - Style Tapestries." Oggd learned the craft of
weaving these tapestries while studying abroad in Ecuador. The men of
the family that she lived with there
make these types of tapestries for a
living.

The other exhibit in Frick Art

museum, by Professor Susan
Hansen.alsocfenedJan. 18. Hansen
focused on issues of identity, environmentand pexceptkn through

pri-ma-nly

photogf

Bf nc means.

The 1995 Biennial Jnried Student
Exhibition, which highlights the di-

versity of artistic creativity of

Wooster students, will be up in the
Prick Gallery until March 5.

Dumb and Dumber and the Tyranny of the Insipid
MOVIE REVIEW
By NAT MXSSTLDINE

The plot functions primarily as

to books entitled The Wisdom of solve the problems of her fellow
Forrest Gump". The film is also the characters and show the andience
watching what joy comes in knowfront runner for this year's Best Pic-tubufjourney of two
award. Clearly the character of ing nothing.
foons, Jim Carrey and Jeff Daniels
Forrest Gump has become one of
"Dumb and Dumber", does not
to return a briefcase fuU of ransom
this country's leading role models. take itself quite so seriously and
money to a woman Carrey has fallen
Where did we go wrong?
doesn't posture the same kind of
for. Along the way the travelers get
The fault lies not entirely in the pretentious sermonizing of "Forrest
lost, drive drunk, unwittingly
attitudes of the American public but Gump" and "Nell". But all three
thugs who are after their
with the filmmakers ofForrest Gamp films certainly seem to think the
money and manage to '
who insisted on idol-- best kind of mind is an empty one.
work in several taste-izing the character. This kind of thinking works against
less scatological jokes
portraying him essenmostcwruuis nation's education
"Dumb andDumber' celebrates stupidity
about urination, passtially as the most sensystem is attempting to teach stuing gas and other rewith unabashed pride. This is not simply
sible and moral hudents. It encourages people to spurn
lated topics. It is not
man of the latter learning in favor of being oblivious
film but a
clear between the two
twentieth century. to one's surroundings in hopes of
dim-w- it
is bliss
who is Dumb and who film, telling us that to be a
The message of Becoming a better person and enjoy-in- g
Dumber, but they
Forrest Gump is that
life more completely.
both seem to be comthose of below averNot only is it discouraging to see
peting feverishly for the higher well) but there have been a sizable age intelligence hold the real secrets attend such as this one taking root in
honor, that surely being Dumber.
number of films, blockbuster hit in life, exemplified in the pearls of American movies but it is frightenThe film has its moments, like films, that have reveled m their
wisdom Gump dishes out to anyone
ing to see the enthusiasm with which
when the gangly Carrey sets to woolack of intelligence and who listens and his ability to glide the viewing public has greeted the
ing his love by parading around a treated it as more of a virtue than a through the past forty years of attitudes of these films. The popuhigh-cla- ss
Aspen party with his orAmerican history as ifhe were somelarity of such inessages is perhaps as
ange leisure suit, showing off the
Let ns take for example one of how transcending it all.
dangerous as the violence currently
goofy, dimpled grin and rubber man America's latest heroes, Forrest
The same theme similarly runs pervading America cinema and the
antics he is new famous for. Daniels, Gump. As far as box office revthrough"Ne!J", the story of an unimpact of advocating uneducation
who is not the most obvious choice enues go, "Forrest Gump" was one taught backweocbgiri who leaches should be approached with similar
a. a.
- - lor a slapstick comedy role, paQs a OK BMP
WOBSBCt m CTjJPM PlP, sroCOflfl
everyone the real lessons of life. ethical questions.
lew laughs oat of the audience, fat only to Disney's lecord-aettBut while these problems remain
The Tins fxhn aasnsnes dtat because she
one scene pelting his date in the Lion King". The awvie's popular- has such a limitrri knowledge and unaddressed, sound the alarms and
head with a snowball after she playscope, termed "innocence
ity has lead to marketing of Gump
bide your children because tbeidi-ot- s
fully tosses snow at him. Unfbrta-- paraprjernalia, from hats aodT-tbir- ts
by the fimitrtrri, she is able to
are surely here to stay.
scenery for the heroes to find themselves in wacky sanations. It is a

cross-count- ry

As is the case in any film with
Jim Carrey in a lead role,
"Dumb and Dumber" includes a
certain level of inane humor that
needs to be taken with a grain of salt,
or on occasion an entire shaker. He
brings to each fTifimiianrr a mamega-st-

ar

niacal brand

of slapstick and physi-

cal hyperDmed, humor that is not
merely
but is in the
off-the-wa-U,

middle

of the floor doing triple som-

ersaults. Unquestionably, Carrey's
comedic talent springs from a place
that is aitrinsicaDy dumb and ridicu-fea- s.
This is part of what makes him
an entertaining to watch.
In "Dumb and Dumber", however, the fun spirit Carrey nuKtA
in his previous films is partially
missing and pure imbecility reigns.
For the first time with Carrey there
is down time, enough to make you
ponder why we ever Eked ban in the
fim place and wiry be is a millionaire after less than a year in the
business. "Dumb and Dumber" celebrates stupidity with nmhtthfri
pride. Tms is not surely a
anaeoectuml Oat bat a i
tnal Can, leCmg ns that to be a dimwit ai bliss.

out-maneu- ver

senately, these
quences are few and far between.
Perhaps then what is more disturbing about "Dumb and Dumber"
is the fact that its hearty embrace of
ignorance is not unique to this year's
HoOywood standard. That is not to
say that this year has an overabundance of dumb movies (although a
solid case could be made for that as
laugb-out-lo-

ud

re

a

non-intellect-

anti-intellect-

ual

ual

char-acte-

J

er

rs'

I anuary
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Entertainment

Yelling At Mary' is pleasantly surprising
.WW

4

jr
1

m
.

u

I-

-

catchy hooks gets as tired as a hooker
during the Democratic convention.
For these reasons, Mary Karlzen's
effort "Yelling At Mary" pleasantly
surprised me.
"Yelling At Mary" is a pop album
to the tenth power, yet it is still a
worthy musical effort It combines
folk, rock, and a country twang into
a feast of musical delicacies for the
ear. The songs range from snappy,
straight-forwar- d
tunes to emotionally introspective pieces that lay bare
the soul of the composer. Throughout it all, Karlzen's hauntingly delicate voice keeps the listener entranced as it roams the tight musical
landscape provided by her back-u- p
band.
The first cut, "Everybody's Sleeping," is a refreshingly carefree tune,
it features jangly pop guitars, solid

driving acoustic rhythm, and

h
Karlzen's vocals at their
best The chorus of, "Hey, hey,
hey this time will go by, you will
never see me cry, and now for the
secrci I've been keeping, can I speak
out now while everybody's sleeping," leaves the audience humming
wispy-girlis-

photo provided by ATLANTIC RECORDING

ALBUM REVIEW
By ALLE PARKER

Whm nnnnte talk shout non mn- sic I tend to get wary. Reverbera- tions of REM's "Shiny Happy

People" or "Stand" send me to the
nearest toilet more quickly than Taco
Bell ever could. Prepackaged pop
music is too sweet for me to swal- low. Indie Doo I can deal with, but
top 40 pop has absolutely no merit
in my eyes. Music based solely on

for days while driving home the
message of a girl's hidden pain.
"Anywhere Is Better Than Here,"

a countryesque romp through a
troubled relationship, is the album's

poet Tim
Seibles gives reading at Lowry

African-America-

Poet and critic Timothy Seibles
presented a reading of some of his
poetry in Lowry Center Tuesday
night. Widely considered one of the
leading new American poets, Seibles
has recently published his second
books, and was awarded an NEA
Fellowship.
Seibles' poetry deals with a wide
variety of topics, with

riences of black Americans as distinct from those of their white counterparts." This concept is fully accomplished in Seibles' own works.
In the words of Samuel Allen, his is
en"a poetry of
abling us to know and tough the
wonder and beauty, as well as the
pain, of our common lot in this time
and place."
The pieces which Seibles read
self-discover-

y...

gun-sling-

er

live in the teeth of adversity, they
must love themselves enough to
believe that their particular lease on
the future is worth the effort required to continue struggling forward."
The reading Tuesday night was
remarkable for the number of at-

tendees. As the evening began,

of

ne

while still more people
Tuesday express this well. They included descriptions of the youth near
his home, tales about life in the city,
stories of women and men, hopes
about the future, and memories of
his mother. Some pieces were vibrant, filled with emotion, perhaps
happy or angry. Others were contemplative, revealing, or simply "a
quiet place to mink." In his words
and rhythms, Seibles built a home
for his soul.
In many of his pieces, Seibles
encourages a sense of identity. He
explains, "A person without self re
spect is destined to approach life
eyes fixed on the tops
half-hearted- ly,

FRIDAY, JAN. 27
Video: "Strictly Ballroom,"
The Underground, 8 p.m., $.50.
TJELIGHTFULT
"HILARIOUS!"
IRRESISTIBLE!"

lightness and cheer.

"Yelling At Mary" is an excellent
record. It is fun, frivolous, and full
of poppy good cheer. It regards
itself with the correct amount of
lightness, and does not get so serious
as to overburden the listener. If you
are into pop music this is definitely
a record worth checking out, and if
you hate pop this may be the record
that wins you over.

4108 Burbank
vtr

345-875-

Red Pin Special in Scot Lanes
from 9 p.m. - 12 a.m.
DJ Happy Hour, 5 - 7 p.m.. The
Underground
SATURDAY, JAN. 28
Kent State Ice Skating Tripr
1 1 a.m. - 4 p.m., $2 refundable
deposit Register now at Lowry
Info Desk!
Film: "Silence of the Lambs,"
Mateer, 7:30p.m. &10pjinv$I-- i

5

"Mftsays

'tans

of the shoes... if people are going to

people packed themselves into the
room far in excess of the
number of chairs present.
At one point, it was noticed
lots things... that, in the exuberance to'
together, be angry hear the reading, no-ohad remembered to leave a
whatever."
chair for the guest of honor.
The matter was rectified,

see poetry as lots and
it lets us be happy
together, to be sad or

community and struggle,
which evokes much of
the passions and pain of
growing up in America. He describes
his work as a discussion of "the
goodness and scariness of being
human."
He says: "I see poetry as lots and
lots of things... it lets us be happy
together, be angry together, to be
sad or whatever." His goal, it seems,
is to portray a range of emotions,
and he achieves this with beauty and
style.
In a recent work, he described the
n
poaesthetics of
etry, or "a black literary aesthetic,
an aesthetic that embraces the full
range of human creativity, but which
makes a point of including the expe-African-America-

the "St James Hotel outside of
"Wright"
Mexico." The
died there playing cards, and Frank
and Jesse spent the night sleeping
off hangovers. The cut is incredibly
unpretentious and enjoyable in the
way it treats these exploits. Its style
is typical of the entire album in its

n

By CLAY DAETWYLER

many images drawn
from his own experiences. He draws a vivid
picture of his own childhood and growth, of

chops
brightest spot Honky-ton- k
and a bluesy slide guitar power the
tune as Karlzen croons at her soulful
best She brings deep-fe- lt meaning
to the tune, singing, "Anywhere is
better than here, and where I'm going boy I don't really care, 'cause
I've been mere and I'll be there
again, but tonight anywhere is better
than here with you in my sight"
Another highlight is "St James
Hotel" a poignant painting of a legendary western resting place. Featuring acoustic guitar with bluesy
electric stabs and riffs, the cut recounts the exploits that took place at

poured in. The reviewer managed to
find a comfortable seat as one of
three persons seated under a small
table. While vision was slightly
impaired by the two persons on top
of the table, it was possible to count
over fifty attendees. This is more
than has attended any such event in
the past year.
Seemingly pleased by the assemblage, Seibles lingered after to speak
with many listeners. As the evening
drew to a close, Seibles achieved
one final distinction: He became the
one of the few people to success
fully identify the artwork on the
wall of Lowry Center.

Highlander 3 (PG-1-

3)

12:10, 2:40, 5:15, 7:40, 10:15
Jungle Book (PG)

12:25,2:45,5:10
Nell

(PG-1- 3)

12:05,2:35,5:05,7:35, 10:10
Legends of the Fall (R)
12:45, 3:30.7:05, 10:00
Far From Home (PG)
12:40,3:10,5:20,7:15, 9:30
Disclosure (R)
12:30,3:05.7:10,9:55
Dumb and Dumber (PG-1-

Moonlight Bowling in Scot.
Lanes from 10 p.m. 12 a.m.
--

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 1
Video: "Die Hard," The Un
derground, 9 p.m., free!

3)

12:20, 3:00, 5:25, 7:45, 10:05
I.Q. (PG)

7:30,9:45
Richie Rich (PG)
12:10,2:40
Little Women (PG)
12:15.2:50,7:00,9:40
Demon Knight (R)
12:00,2:20,5:00,7:20,9:35
Murder in the First (R)
12:35,3:15, 7:10,9:50
No Passu

Poster Sale: Musical Walls,
CLASSIFIED
Reward! For return of lost book:
Calculus 1 12 (with violin on front).
Lost Wed., Jan. 25 in Taylor 207.

Call,Andy,x3g25

.,

10 a.m. - 7 p.m., Lowry Lobby ....

TUIIDCniV

1717 1)

t

.

.

j' via

.

Video: "Die Hard 2" Too
Underground, 8 p.m., $J0 ,
.

U30i

'

pmxwMMU'il'.mHSUB!
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First leads Lady Scots past Earlham
Wooster hosts first-plac- e

Wittenberg tomorrow

By LARISA FRICSONS

The Lady Scots met with Allegheny on Wednesday. Though it was
a home game, the Lady Scots could
not seem to find the basket for the
fim ten minutes. However, after
they soon warmed op and got back
into the game. Allegheny led 3
at the half bat Wooster was able to
come wiihin four in the second half.
Unfortunately, the Scots could not
hold on as the Gators widened the
gap m the last few minutes and won
66-5Individually, the Lady Scots
were led by Lisa First '96. who
scored 16 points and Jen Miller 95
who added 14 points in a losing
cause.
Last Saturday, Wooster traveled

but-lerfry(2:159Xand200brca-

ststroke

(2:33.92). Although she isn't a
botterflier, she came close to the
national cut time in the 200 butterfly.
King's biggest accomplishment
so far this season was December
2nd and 3rd at the Depanw Invita- ffnr mtinnaU
DOOaL King qrmlifw-indiin three events: the 400-yar-d
vidual medley (4:423), the 200
H

individual medley (2: 1 3.44), and the

100breaststroke(l:09.65). Her400

7.

individual medley time tied the meet
and pool records she set in 1992.
In addition, she took first place in
the 400 individual medley, the 200
by BRITTANY BULLARD

first-plac- e

Gaard Jeaaifer Miller 95 practices her jrap aaootiag hi practice
earlier this week, Tke Lady Scots host coofereace leader
Wmeaberg tomorrow afteraooa at Tfaakea Gyranasii

Scot Sports Tici
mea's basketball:

of tux Week

s I

King for a week

200-yar-

to Richmond. Ind.. to take on

WoosTEa 78, Earlham 69
WoosTEa 68, Allegheny 59
Sat. Wittenberg (A) 3 pjn.
Wed. Ashland (A) 7:30 pjn.

WAA Female ArnLgrs

the Week.
Last Saturday against Case Western Reserve King set a new school
d
freestyle,
record in the
breaking her old record with a time
of 1:59.24. King won the event and
was also victorious in the 200

Earlham. The Scots had a 20 point
lead in the second half and victory
seemed sure. However, Earlham
fought back and made it a close
finish. The Scots were able to keep
control and win the game by a score
First scored a career high
of
of 28 points.
For her effort. First was named
NCACplayerof the week after scoring 55 points in two games. The

Scots will host the

I

Debbie King '96, a member of the
swim team, is the Female Athlete of

1.

Wittenberg Tigers this Saturday and
then they will travel to Wilmington
on Wednesday.

January 27, 1995

200-met- er

4T

32-2-

:

1

Lady Scot swimmer garners
recognition after breaking school
freestyle
record in

MIA PEARCE

ea's basketball:
Wooster 69. Earlham 67
Allegheny 66. Wooster 51
Sat Wittenberg (H) 2 pan.
Wed.

Wilmington (A) 7:30 pjn.

individual medley, and the 200
breaststroke. She was the individual
high point scorer of the meet with 60
points, leading the Lady Scots to a
first place finish overalL
King, who first went to nationals
e
as a first-yein 1992, is a
nine-tim-

ar

AU-Americ-

swimming aad diviag:
men:
CWRU 125, WoosTEa 112

Last year at the na-

an.

tional meet, she took seconds in the
400 and 200 individual medleys,
and third in the 200 breaststroke as

well as achieving her best times in
all 3 three events. She had an excellent season last year. Her most
important goal for this year is to
duplicate, or improve her times and
places at the national meet "She
exceeded our expectations last year,'
said head coach Keith Beckett. "Certainly this year we would like her to
drop as much time as possible and
place as high as possible at nation-

als."
Some may believe those times
come easily to her, but King actually works hard in practice to get
where she is. She has an exceptional work ethic. She trains in the
most difficult training group, consisting of men and women. "Debbie
had never shied away from a challenging set," commented Beckett.
"She has done times in practice we
didn't fed she was capable of." King
definitely sets a good example for
her teammates to follow. King, a

is very positive and
motivating.
Beckett sums it all up by saying
"Debbie is one of the best student-athletI've bad the privilege to
coach."
Remember to cast your vote for
WAA Female Athlete of the Week
in the ballot box located in the
women's locker room (PEC) or under the ride board inside the
co-capta-

in,

es

mailroom

at Lowry Center.

women:

Wooster 153, CWRU 73
FrL
SaL

Denison (A)
OWU (A)

Summer Jobs in New England
Exciting employment opportunities working with youth ages
in Connecticut's finest resident camp. Seeking specialist in waterfront, sailing,
riding, tennis, volleyball, rock climbing, ceramics, rocketry, dance, and bike
tripping. Also have positions for counselors and village directors. Promise for
an experience to last a lifetime; work with great friends, and enjoy plenty of
fun, while spending your summer in "the foothills of the Berkshires."
8-- 16

Collegiality.
understand that word at
Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary.
We

Representative of campus Wednesday, February 1st

YMCA Camp Jewell

Colebrook, CT. 06021

203-379-27-

82

Here, we learn together, play together, worship together, and work together
faculty and students, administrators and visitors. And Eleanor Cozad
Cherry holmes, Director of Vocations and Admissions, doesn't lose track of
students she recruits. She is always available to listen and advise, laugh or
cry with them.

Come to Austin Seminary's Prospectus Weekend for prospective students
March
1995, and begin to experience Southwestern collegiality. Call
or write 100 East 27th Street. Austin. Texas 78705-5793-- 5,

1-800--

Stop by and visit Paul and Ethna in the Lowry Student Center.
Camp Jewell is an equal opportunity employer. Contact us at:

777-6127.

69-6-

lion.'

7.

r

Marv Levy and Bill Clinton:
Fraternity Brothers for Life
To: Mike Householder, Sports
Editor
From: Jeremiah Jenne, Managing Editor
Re: Crimes against humanity
Here is the column you requested.
Thank you for the incredibly short
notice. I am a forgiving person
Mike, but some things are beyond
the pale. But oh well, I have let
lesser men go for greater offenses.
Anyway you've paid your debt to
karma. Your beloved Steelers are
finished. They were stomped in the
closing minutes for reasons nobody

I

should discuss publicly, and

LAUGHED, Mike. I laughed at you
and I laughed at Pittsburgh. The
Pirates LOST in 1992 and where
are they now? The Penguins LOST.
And now the Men of Steel Pittsburgh will not rise again. Nor will

theywinaprofessional sports championship in this century. Welt here
ismj column! Asyoucanseelknow
very little about sports. However,!
do know some. And ifanyone wants
to bet on the Chargers and
nevermind the points, please give
me a call at the Voice, extension
2598.

I am looking forward to the

SuperBowl this year. You would
too if yen had bet on the Buffalo
Bills for four straight years. If you
bet on die Buffalo Bills for four
straight years you would drink a lot
and do lots of crazy drags too.
Well this year the Bills are not in
the Super Bowl and I have gone
sober. There may notbeacoanec- -

tkn butmaybe there should be. After president but nobody knows that
all, this was the year the Republi-can- s yet. The name of the new president
finally cleaned the bouse. I is kept in a locked vault underneath
guess it would be my nature to Mark Wilson's office. My sources
ramble on here at length about how say that on Tuesday there win be an
Bin Clinton and Marv Levy are one announcement. The Trustees win
and the same person in spirit but I announce that through the miracles
cannot. Bom are liked, but not well of affirmative action and sensitive
liked and neither works well under luring practices OJ. Simpson has
been appointed president of the
pressure. Marv Levy should be remembered as the man who led a College of Wooster.
The Voice has changed a lot. I
Buffalo dynasty to four straight Suquit taking drugs and drinking
have
history
will
per Bowls. But instead
Turkey far breakfast. The two
Wild
be
win
He
Marv.
to
kind
be far less
spoken of in the same bream as are not related. But I swear, if mis
Custer, Napoleon, and Hideki Tojo campus gets any more baring I am
men who had everything except going to need strong, strong drugs
God on then side and were crushed of the amphetamine nature before I
just when they thought they were read another issue.
I quit drinking because I was tired
going to win it aU.
waking up at 4 in the morning on
on
of
Bill Ointcu does not haveGod
steps leading up from Diggers
the
be
not
history
win
abo
ms side and
with no money in my pocket and
kind k him. He wiU be remembered
as the man who made George Bush wearing somebody else's clothing.
I learned that CW.'s is not a good
seem presidential by comparison.
place to do homework.
for
Bill
ago
I endorsed
Two years
CW.'s also takes VISA. And
president and I am never going to
now Citibank VISA keeps caning
bubba husforgive that cheap-jac- k
tler for robbing me of mjr vote. my room and leaving more and more
Congratulations, America...yon,ve ominous messages on my answering machine.
just elected Forrest Gump.Jr.
I went to use it to buy books at
Florence O.Wilson's Bookswap N
BiU spoke for two hours on TuesSwmdtetheotherday.andthecharge
day nighL Hebnthered and blathmachine came back with: Stall him,
ered, converted to Republicanism,
and did what David Caruso failed K) well be right down. Two boys in
Greek sweatshirts jumped from bedo smgkhandedlyknockMNTPD
Bine" off the air. Once again the hind the counter and beat me with
man fails to realize the win of the 2x4s on my face and kidneys.
The results were not pretty. But
American people. Tuesday night he
gave us a "New CovenanL" What that doesn't matter 'cause I know
God loves me. Marv Levy told me
we want is a new president.
The College is getting a new so.
,

-

.

Com-mandamOiiefofthearmed-

Com-Patt-ibl-

CLASSIFTED

!

babysitter for 7 12 year old
daughter. Near campus. Some
overnight. Transportation pre
fbrinter-vie-

55

w.

Cruise Ship Jobs!

forces.

Real Books
Real People

Flowers &
Gifts

Mondjy-Sturrf-

(216)264-865- 4
(800)726-865- 4

ZL--

y

10--

Sunday

Your
florist.
10 student discount given on
regular priced kerns picked up or
delivered inWooater.
We wire flowers all over the world.
All major credit cards accepted.
all-occasi-

Indoor track teams
prepare for NC AG
Relays at Oberlin
By PAUL KINNEY

9

1- -5

on

TbeVbosterfiorjkGonany
...where minis end meeinetions meet
205 Woot Uxsrcy St. Wootrtor. Ohio
(216)262-160-

0

On Friday the Fighting Scot men's
and women's indoor track teams
launched the 1995 indoor track seaat Ohio Wesleyan.
son in a
No team scores were kept for the
meet as both the Fighting Scots and
tri-me-

et

the Battling Bishops used the

Parttimefulltime.

World

453-46-

dash,

er

400-met- er

ce

er

run.
For the women, thrower Michelle
Alviti '95 placed fourth in the shot
put with a heave of 3310 with
1000-met-er

twin sisters Ebony and Amber Green
97s right behind in fifth and sixth,
respectively. The foursome ofMelia

Arnold '96. Melissa Eging 98.
Shereen Hejazi '96 and Ann
Gillespie '98 added a second-plac-e
finish in the 4x200 relay. Eging and
Gillespie also recorded third and
fourth-plac- e
fmishes in the
dash to round out Wooster't top
performances.
"Overall I was pleased with how
both teams did in our first meet of
the season." said head coach Dennis
Rice. TmYtready anxious to see
how we fare at the NCAC relays
next weekend at Oberlin. The relay
meet should give us an indication of
what to expect from the otoerjteams
,
in the conference."
55-met- er

Specials at the Computer Sales Office
Incredible Power Machtto&a Price!!
Get Ready for Graduation, IS or Next Yearf Power Mac 7100 8250,
Color Plus Monitor, AppleDesign Keyboard,
Microsoft WordyiExcel Bundle
$1795

Perfbraui 34 Blowout!
Performa 636 4250. Color Plus Monitor.
Apple Design Keyboard, OarisWorks 3.0
$1195

Get a LaserPrinter for Less! Trade ia your Stylewriter!
4,000 pages from a Laserprinter uses 1 toner and costs $62.00
4,000 pages from a Stylewriter uses 16 cartridges and costs $37511
Get your very own Reconditioned Mac LaserWriter Select 310

4 ppm. Postscript compatible, upgradeable
Comes with NEW Toner, cable. I'yr. Apple Warranty
$475JM - $300 with Stylewriter D trade--ai

-

UsedTrade-h-

i Software for Sale! Get Legal for Leas!
Adobe Photoshop 2JS - $100.00
Fikmaker Pro $25.00

EMPOWER
PEER EDUCATION PROGRAM

We have a good demand for used compater eqmlpaaeat!
Trade ap your older Mac's today!
Can the CoBege of Wooster Computer Sales Office

ence.
CALL: (602)

con-

test, which also indudedRk) Grande
College, to focus on next week's
NCAC relay meet at Oberlin
Sky Green 96 was the top performer for the men, taking first in
the triple jump with an impressive
leap of 44 '5", and placing fourth in
the longjump (20'7.75"). Other top
performers for the Fighting Scots
were Pieter Satverda 95 and runner
Tony Kauke 98. Bom men added
first-plafinishes in the
run, redash and the 1000-metspectively
Also performing well for the Scots
were DamienDoIlard and Anthony
Wheeler '98s, who finished third

monthly.

TraveL Cirribean.HawaiL All
positions available. No experi-

300-met-

respectively. Alan Schwartz 95 also
e
finish in the
added a
third-plac-

Attention: Students

Earn $2000

and fourth in the

JULIE HECK

es

149 N. Grant St.
Wooster

Professional single mom needs

ferred. Call 262-99-

P.gcli
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43-2252

51

OPEN HOUSE
SPRING BREAK

FEBRUARY 7
6:30 P.M.
LOWRY CENTER ROOM 119

TUESDAY.

America's 1 Spring Break
Company!
Bahamas,
or Florida!
Cancun.
1 10
Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15 friends and
TRAVEL FREE! Call for our
finalized 1995 Party Schedules!! (800)
95-BRE- AK

i
;

use

present program about

that affect toot life such as alcohol

abuse, acquaintance rape, AIDS, and diversity.
Come enjoy msurtssiMsuamus,
and learn more about the 1995 program.

RlftcBic

Orcdioa.Baue

Bob St umdomtL ....
1473 Bed Ave.- - Woorter. OH 44591
IW 9M 0643
Pfc
Expehance "Stiffc Style". Victorian

H33WOa

Mctsos
Fomify Rextoorant
154 W. Liberty

Begamatkifieert.

Located 2 blocks narJbjjCUjsry.
tbr April

1995

The

eatf place a all galaxies

taseta tpatheui pina.

AMkmmk Greek

food. Gemma

pina, drlicumt dasmwts. 10
dimsomntfori
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Fighting Scots extend winning streak to 13 games

Wooster travels to Springfield tomorrow to face Wittenberg in the biggest game of the season
By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
:
'
I
P
By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
son Zerger did an outstanding job
.

guarding Masciola

If the expression. When you're

hoc. you're hot is true, then the
Fighting Scot hartrrhall team is

rrThfni

Wooster condoned its

mazing win streak, now 13 games,
thisweck by defeating Eariham (87-7on the
and Allegheny (68-59)

9)

road.
Overall, the Scots are

n

16-- 1

and

10--0
the North Coast Athletic
Conference. Tomorrow Wooster
travels to Springfield to take on
Wittenberg in a titanic clash of the
conference's two heavyweights.
On Wednesday, the Scots traveled 10 Mesdvilk to take on Allegh-

eny, who played a strong game
against Wooster in the teams' first
meeting, finally succumbing 64-4-7.
The Gators once again came to play,
halftime
9
jumping out to a
lead, sparked by a ran near the end
of me first half when ihey scored on
1 1 of 12 trips down the court.
"We were a little bit careless whh
the ball." said Wooster head coach
StmMoora. "We allowed them to
31-2-

get some easy baskets."
The second half was a completely
diflexeat story, as the Scot defense
clamped down, allowing only two
points m the first ten minutes of the
Second half. A good way to shut
down Allegheny's attack is to neutralize oat leading scorer David
Masriol a. who averages 16.7 points
per game. Wooster defensive specialist Jason Zerger 95 was able to
do that.
c "Our defense early in the second
half was the key." said Moore. "Ja

-- --

"

Another key to the Scot victory
was the play of center Doug Chne
95. who scored23 paints and pulled
down 13 rebounds, both tops on the
Wooster team.
"Doug had an outstanding performance," saidMoore. "He refused to
lose the game."
Also contributing to the whining
cause was guard Craig Bradley "95,
a star for the Scots all season.
Bradley dropped in 18 points, and
grabbed nine rebounds in the win.
Last Saturday. Wooster faced a
pnpfrf np Earl ham team in Richmond, Indiana.
"Eartham was really ready to
play," said Moore. Teamsseeusas
an opportunity to make their sea-The Scots and the Quakers came
ont shooting the ball very welL The
Fighting Scots took a 47-4- 4 lead
into the locker room at halftime.
The Quakers shot an astounding 64
from the field in the
percent (16-2first half. whfle the Scots shot 53.1
).
The second half
percent
was also a tight one, with the Scots
barely holding on for the win.
The rebounding differential may
have been the edge for Wooster.
The Scots pulled down 39 rebounds
and 15 off ensive to the Quakers 24.
The win was a true team effort for
Wooster with five Scots scoring in
double figures. Zerger scored 18,
forward Scott Meech added 16, reserve guard Lamont Paris had 14.
while dine and Bradley scored 12

.

.

-
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Tomorrow afternoon, the Scots
take on Wittenberg in what some
are calling the game of the year in
the North Coast Athletic Conference. Wooster (16-- 1 overall. 10--0
NCAQ wffl travel to Springfield to
take on Wittenberg (15--2 overall,

'

10-- 1

try-m-

ce

13-ga- me

28-ga-

(17-32-

as-sist- snt

a

i

v.
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BULLAXO

Forward Jasoa Zerger '95, shows here froa a csac hut seasoa, led
the Scots in scoring at their 87-7- 9 win over Earaaaa last Saturday.
Wittenberg.
Scots face second-pla- ce
ToaaoTTOW, the first-place

King leads way as Lady Scots pound
Scots lost to Spartans
CWRU 153-73;

By CINDY JAR VIS

ner, taking firsts in both 1 and
diving scoring 251 j40 on the
and 239.60 on the
for narinrali on
and
Carrie Sergi '97, Jen
the
Hudson '96, and Kristin Riker 97
also had notable swims. Sergi was
3-m-

The Lady Scot swim team posted
a commanding victory over Case
Western Reserve last Saturday, easily overpowering the Spartans 153-7- 3.
The Fighting Scots lost by a
2.
mere 13 points,
' The Lady Scots had a rough start,
disqualifying their 400 medley relay, the first event. Then Debbie
Kmg "96 set the pace as a triple
125-11-

winner, taking first in the 200
freestyle(l:59.24)wi anew school
record in the event, 200 butterfly
(2:15.09). and 200 breaststroke
(233.92). Carolyn Knox 97 was a
double winner with first places in
the 200 individual medley (2:19.45).

Liz
and 500 freestyle
Helstein 96 was also adouble win
2).

(5.-24-9-

1-m-

eter

3-me- ter,

eter

re-qualif- ying

1-m-

eter.

seccod in the 2O0 butterfly

P:1633),

Kusdon finished third in the 500
freestyle (5:44.56) and Riker was
third in thel000frtestyle(ll:179).
"Once again the women had an
easy win," said head coach Keith
Beckett "We just had too much

depth for them."
Many of the Scots races were
close. "It was frustrating to know
that although many of the men swam
their season best times, in a few
different places, a tenth of a second
cost us the meet, commented

me

3,

5)

and ten respectively.

NCAQ.

The first place Scots wffl be g
to retain possession of their first-plastanding in the conference,
Tigers wish
while the second-plac-e
toreracetbeScotsatthetop. Also,
winWooster is riding a
ning streak, while Wirienberg boasts
winning streak within
a
the confines of the HPER Center.
Wittenberg's lasthome toss occurred
two years ago to Wooster with a
Earlier this season,
score of 54-4-5.
the Fighting Scots handed the Tigers their only corderence loss of
on December 10
the season, 58-5in the Timken Gymnasium, Also
Wittenberg, which joined theNCAC
in 1989 has never lost two regular-seaso- n
contests to the same opponent.
"Wittenberg isataknted program
that knows how to win." said
Wooster bead coach Steve Moore, a
Wittenberg graduate and former
cottdi
The Tigers are led by two big men
inside. Aaron Smith and Chris
Wolfe. Smith leads the Tigers in
scoring, averaging 123 points per
game. With the help of Smith and
Wolfe, who average 7.8 and 6J5
rebounds per game respectively, the
Tigers lead the NCAC in rebounding, averaging 43.6 per game as a
team.
"Rebounding is their number one
strength," said Moore. "We think it
is a big key to the game. To give you
a perspective, last night (Wednesday) against Thomas More, they
had 28 offensive rebounds. That is
unheard of."

Beckett,

Kris Marr 97 had an excellent
time in the 500 freestyle (45247).
Although be finished third in the
event, he was less than a second
behind last yeari conference rham-p-kn
in the event,Ed White. He also

Also leading the way for

2.-0-

finished second in the 1000 freestyle
(10-.20.06-

finishes in the 200 backstroke with
times of 6 J2, 2:10.13, and
2:10.47 respectively, and Tony
Panigum 97 had a second place
finish in the 200 breaststroke
(233.59).
Eric Hascfake 97 took first place
diving (226.15), and secin
diving (187.85),
ond in
while David Rottersman was first
(1KL90) and second
on the
(177.80).
on the
Marr, Wunderley, Chalot and
Dalchuk teamed up for a win in the
last event, the 400 freestyle relay
(3:18.96).
Today, the Scots and Lady Scots
travel to Granville to take on the Big
Red of Denison. Tomorrow they are
away, again Mo take. on. Ohio
1-m-

).

Wittenberg is point guard Anthony
Robisnon, a junior, who is already
asfourth on the NCACs
sist list. Robinson currently is the
all-ti-

NCAC leader in assists, averaging
5.8 per contest. Rounding out the
Tiger starting line-u-p are guardJohn
Burns; and forward Jamel King.
Wooster will match up with Doug
dine 95 on Wolfe, Scott Meech
9S on Smith. Rowell Fernandez
97 on Robinson, and Craig Bradley
95 and Jason Zerger "95 rotating on
Burns and King. Coming off die
bench for Wittenberg are Mark

eter

3-m- eter

Andrew Wunderley "97 won the
50 freestyle (2220) and was second
in the 100 freestyle (49.62) behind
Ben Chalot 98 the winner (487).
Chalot also took second in the 200
freestyle (1:48.13).
Dan Parker 98 was third in the
200 freestyle (1:49.74) and second
Vince
mthe200 butterfly
Dalchuk 98, Mike Baas '95. and
Esteban Thur de.Kops 97 rallied
(2.-05.73-

3-m-

1-m-

).

for second, third and fpyrmjlatev

eter

eter
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Balosik and Scott Schwartz.
.

Schwartz sees as many minutes as
some starters.
.

